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Super-Charged Web Design At The Touch Of A Button Now you can add cutting-edge design wizardry to

your web pages for less than the price of a large pizza without deciphering programmers techie

instructions, wasting time searching for scripts, or taking a three month $1,000 web design course... *

Dynamic HTML * Java Script * CSS and more Almost TOO Simple - Almost SEXY As you rip into the

meat of the book youll quickly become hooked on the endless possibilities. No kidding. Youll probably

lose sleep letting your imagination explore the trade secrets that make it a blast making web pages.

Simply put, youll be glued to your computer. Because these effects are presented in everyday normal

persons english, youll see through the dark tunnel of the programming nightmare. Youll find all the

nonsense techie talk stripped away so what youre left with is clear foolproof instructions, easy copy and

paste codes, and inspiring turnkey examples that will make your heart race. No trial and error. No

headaches. No taking a sledgehammer to your computer. WARNING: If youre a computer geek (i.e.

programmer) this book is definitely NOT for you. This book is for NORMAL folks in cyberspace that want

to add a touch of brilliance to their pages and skip all that HTML techie talk. So is that you? Do you want

to jump right past all those HTML tutorials and right into the meat of using advanced web page design

techniques? Then this IS the book for you. Everything You Need To Get The WOW! Heres some of what

youll find inside this giant 935,000 byte manual: + intro splash screens + dynamic text scrolling + display

current time/date + scroll bar color changing + background color changing and fading + highlighted text

and paragraphs + paragraph indents, line spacing + entry popup windows (all combinations) +

chromeless (no explorer title bar) popup windows + exit popup windows + delayed/timed popup windows

+ embedding audio and video + password protection + drop-down GO menus + underline/overline

lightning fast loading links + background color highlight on mouse Over + flashing and dancing links +

alert boxes (like the one at the top of the page) + no right click (both browsers) + simplified

banner/headline rotation + dynamic page transitions (fourteen secret codes) + mouse Over popups and

effects + complete html tag and html code reference + complete CSS Style sheet reference + complete

html color code reference page Buy It now for only $1.00!!
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